
The  Drip  in  the  Sink



Some words end with a blend of two 
consonants. Practice blending the two ending
sounds smoothly. For example, hand should 
be /h/ /a/ /n/ /d/ not /h/ /a/ /n/ /uh/ /d/.

Fun
Phonics

Tips

nd, nk, nt

Look for these 
ending blends!
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Greg    went    to    bed.

Drip!    Drop!    Drip!
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Greg    got    up    and    went

to    see    what    was    dripping.
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"The    sink    has    a    drip.

I    didn't    see    it    when

I    got    a    drink,"    he    said.

"I    can't    fix    the    sink."

Greg    went    to    get    Dad

to    help. 
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Greg    bent    down    to

tell    Dad. 

Dad    winked    and    blinked

and    then    he    got    up.

"What    is    it?"    said    Dad.
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"The    sink    has    a    drip,"

Greg    said    to    Dad.

"I    can't    fix    it,"    said    Dad.
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They    went    and    got    Mom.

"The    sink    has    a    drip,"

Greg    said    to    Mom.
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"I    can    fix    that    sink,"

said    Mom.

"And    you    can    lend    me

a    hand!"
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CVC Word Activity

Decodable Words

bent
blink
drink
hand

lend
sink
went
wink

Target Phonics Skill

Ending Blends -nd, -nk, -nt

Decodable Words can be sounded out
based on the letter-sound relationships.

High-Frequency Words are the most
commonly used words. Your reader will
begin to recognize them.

Blends are two adjoining consonants
that each make their own sounds like
/nk/ in sink.

Blending Fun

These words have
beginning and ending
blends! Try sounding
them out. 

Say each word three
times to blend the
sounds smoothly! 

blink
brand
drank

 

print
slant

spend

High-Frequency Words

give
now
one

saw
some
they
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